
LED BULBS BUSINESS PLAN

Are you looking for LED light Manufacturing Business? Here you get a Detailed Business Plan for LED Light, LED Bulb
& % Profitable Process.

LED light manufacturing business registration The entrepreneur needs to obtain following registrations and
licences from government authorities: 1. This scheme was amended on August 3,  Introduce metal contact:
Metal contact is introduced on the wafer. All the papers and documents have been signed and submitted, the
loan has been approved and any moment from now our account will be credited with the amount. Cleaning of
wafer: manufactured wafers are cleaned through rigorous chemical and ultrasonic process using various
solvents; this process removes the organic matters that may settle on the polished wafer surface. The term of
the scheme has been extended up to  Other chlorinated compounds such as trichloroethylene, per
chloroethylene and methylene chloride have been used as effective cleaners in the electronics industry for
many years. Many alternative solvents could replace CFC and methyl chloroform in electronics cleaning.
Contact pattern is reproduced in photoresist resist which is a light-sensitive compound, the light-sensitive
compound is distributing over the surface of the wafer. Splitting or cutting results in far less than total useable
LEDs and is one of the greatest difficulties in constraining generation expenses of semiconductor gadgets. One
thing is certain; we will ensure that we manufacture a wide range of LED bulbs and other electric light bulb to
meet international standards. Electrical and lightings material dealers Our Competitive Advantage We are
aware of the competition in the LED bulbs manufacturing industry and we are prepared to compete with other
leading LED bulbs assembling plants in Colorado and throughout the United States. The sales projections are
based on information gathered on the field and some assumptions that are peculiar to startups in the United
States of America. The layers of semiconducting crystal are manufacture on the surface of a polished clean
wafer this process is called Liquid Phase Epitaxy LPE. Online market. GST registration However, specific
licence and registration requirements will depend on the manufacturing process and the type of LED light that
is being produced. Liquid encapsulation: The components are liquefied and press together and then they are
forced into solution. The scope of the scheme has been extended to cover additional verticals. Company
registration with ROC 2. Deposited metal undergoes an annealing process where the wafer is heated for
several hours in the furnace with an inert atmosphere of hydrogen or nitrogen flowing through it; during this
process, the bond between the metal and the semiconductor become stronger. BIS certification 5. Mold is
filled with epoxy or liquid plastic and package is completed. Alternative technologies may be used to
phase-out the existing polluting technologies. Wholesale market You can sell your LED bulb at wholesale
market of your city. Contact metals is evaporated in another high-temperature vacuum-sealed chamber and
filled in the exposed area The contact metal will stick to the exposed area of semiconductor wafer and
photoresist can then be washed away with acetone. We have been able to examine the LED bulbs assembling
plant line of business, we have analyzed our chances in the industry and we have been able to come up with
the following sales forecast. Legal expenses for obtaining licenses and permits as well as accounting services
software, P. Initially semiconductor wafer is made, the composite material like GaAs, GaP, etc are determined
by the color of LED being manufacture. The photoresist resist is hardened by a brief at low temperature
around oC. CFCs, carbon tetrachloride and methyl chloroform are used for cleaning of printed circuit boards
after assembly to remove flux residues left after soldering and various kinds of foams for packaging. This
cleaning process will give the better LED. Salient amendments to the scheme include: 1.


